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4. ASHBY MACHINES

In this chapter we shall study several machines implemented and ran as Ashby
machines. Most examples will be from social and life sciences.
We shall study machines which start out with a certain state and then run
undisturbed for some time. Will the machine have an interesting path? Does it
approach an equilibrium state, and in which manner? This category of machines
represents the question what is going to happen with the machine if it is
permitted to run.
A second category represents machines with additive input. We may interfere
with the development of the machine in the sense that we may change the
current state to see what will be the result of the next step.

4.1 Machines without input
4.1.1 Determinate machine
We start with a simple machine describing the life cycle of an individual. The
individual enters the cycle in the state of Newborn, with transitions to
Childhood, Youth, Adult, Elder and Dead.
We represent the determinate life cycle machine by a
with single valued transitions:
New

Child

Youth

Adult

transformation

Elder

matrix

Dead

New

Child
Youth
Adult
Elder
Dead

1
1
1
1
1

The initial vector is:
New
Child
Youth
Adult
Elder
Dead

1
0
0
0
0
0

The determinate machine is named 'DETERM1 can be retrieved from the diskette
and run. Before you retrieve the machine, choose Option 7 of Menu 1, Memory
management. It will inform you about the amount of available memory you have
for your computations. Do the same after you have retrieved the machine
specification by Option 2. You will by subtracting the last memory size from
the initial, get the size of the machine specification. It should be 340 bytes
for machine DETERM. The machine specification can be inspected by selecting
Option 4. Option 6 makes the system ready for executing the selected machine
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by transferring the control to Menu 3.
If you use Option 4 from Menu 3 to investigate if the machine has an
equilibrium, you will find that the equilibrium will be reached after 5 steps
and is characterized by a state in which all components except for the last is
zero. This can easily be checked on the paper.
All the Options of Menu 3 can be tried. First you should try out the step-wise
computation for 10 steps to check again that the equilibrium found is really
true.
After this computation, store the computed path by means of Option 6,
and then select Option 7 to draw the path for each operand. For this machine
the paths are rather uninteresting, but it will be an exercise which will give
you an idea how this simple graphic options function.
Select Option 2 for jump-wise calculation of the path. You may choose 2 steps
as the size of the jumps, and 5 jumps. You can check the results after the 3
first jumps to see if they correspond to the results after the 2, 4 and 6
steps in the step-wise computation.
You can also try out the entropy computation. Since their is no uncertainty in
this machine, the entropies for all operands will be zero. Consequently the
global entropy for the equilibrium will also be zero confirming that in a
deterministic machine, no uncertainty exists.

4.1.2 Economic market machine
The
Ashby machines are not all referring to individuals
and their
characteristics. As our next example, we choose a simplified version of a
well-known economic market model.
Our machine represents a commodity market with a perishable commodity. Each
day the sellers and buyers meet. The sellers bring the commodity which has to
be sold that day. The amount of goods marketed one day, is determined by the
unit price obtain the previous day and the production cost. The amount of
goods supplied will increase by the unit price obtained last day. On the other
hand, the price obtained is determined by the demand structure of the buyers
and the amount of goods offered for sale. Since the goods are perishable, the
sellers will usually be best off by adjusting to the price offered by the
buyers. The price will decrease by increasing amount of goods offered on the
market.
An economist's model of the market will frequently be presented as:
price(t):=a*quantity(t)+b,

representing the demand curve, and

quantity(t):=c*price(t-l)+d,

representing the supply curve.

where the economist
rewritten as:

assumes that a<0 and c>0.

The first

equation

price(t):=a*c*price(t-l)+a*d+b.

The corresponding cybernetic machine has a transformation matrix:
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price

quantity

constant

price

a*c

a*d+b

-0.75

quantity

c

d

15.00

constant

initial
price
quantity
constant

quantity

constant
100.00
50.00

1

The transition coefficient
analysis and measurement.
The

price

state

of

values are assumed to be the

the

1.00

result

of

market

market is characterized by the initial vector:

99
0
1.

The initial quantity is without interest since there is no
the value of the quantity, only from the price operand.

transitions

from

The economic market machine is multi-valued, but not a statistical machine
since the coefficients are not non-negative and less than 1 and the sums of
each column are not equal to one. The entropy has therefore no interest for
this machine.
The machine is stored on the diskette with the name ECO. When retrieved and
inspected by Option 4, Computation of equilibrium, of Menu 3 should be chosen.
The margin for finding equilibrium should be changed to a lower value than 1,
f.ex. set to 0.1. The initial situation above is already stored on the
diskette and the equilibrium will be computed. As you will see, the machine is
stable and the equilibrium is reached in a limited number of steps in what is
called a 'damped oscillation 1 .
The Option 1, Stepwise computation, should then be tried. Choose a number of
steps which is greater than the number required to reach the equilibrium. Run
through the computation and store the computed path by selecting Option 6. The
system can now be used to draw the path graphs of the individual operands by
Option 7. Inspection of the graphs for price and quantity illustrate the
typical oscillating development toward equilibrium.

4.1.3 Political voting machine
Let us study a country with four political parties, the Left, the Liberal,
the Green and the Right, respectively. The voters are not always faithful to
their parties and some are migrating among the parties from one election to
the next. The migration can be described by the following transformation
matrix:
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New
New
Left
Liberal

Green
Right
Out

0 .5
0 .2
0 .2
0 .1

Left
0 .1
0 .5
0 .3
0 .1
0 .]

Liberal
0 .1

Green
0. !

0.1

0. 1

0 ,6
0.!

0. 2
0 5
0. 1
0. 1

0. 1
0. !

Right

Out

0 .]

0 .1
0 .1
0 .7
(! . 1

50% of the voters for the Left in one election will according to the matrix
remain faithful in the following election, while 30 % will vote for the
Liberal. According to the matrix the Right has the most faithful voters since
70% remain voters for the Right in the next election.
The last row indicates how old voters disappear from active voting. We observe
that the same coefficients appear also in the first row which means that the
number
of new voters equals the number of voters disappearing.
The
distribution of new voters, however, is described by column 1.
The initial situation can be described by the
represents 1.000 voters):
In
Left
Liberal
Green
Right
Out

initial vector

(each

unit

100
300
500
200
400
100

which means that 100.000 new voters participate in the election, 300.000 vote
for the Left, 500.000 for the Liberal, 200.000 for the Green and 400.000 for
the Right.
The Political voting machine is named 'POLIT' and stored on the diskette
together with the initial state. The transformation matrix does not have
column sums equal to 1, and the machine does not qualify as a pure statistical
machine. Still, it may be interesting to see what happens if we try to compute
the entropies. We get clear warnings that the sums are not equal to zero, and
that the computed figures have not any entropical interpretation.
The margin for equilibrium should be set to 0.001 since we are working with
integers each representing 1.000. The equilibrium is reached after 24 steps:
New
Left
Liberal
Green
Right
Out

136.364
290.513
498.023
272.727
302.374
136.364

If we ignore differences less than 100 voters from one election to the
and therefor use a margin 0.1, we reach an equilibrium after 13 steps.

next

If we make a step-wise computation of the path toward equilibrium and draw the
operand paths by means Option 7 of Menu 3, we will see that except for some
rough adjustment from the initial to state 1 and 2,
the development toward
the equilibrium is smooth.
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4.2 Machines with input
4.2.1 University admittance machine
We will now turn to machines with input represented by the university
admittance machine. We imagine a university with a School for information
technology. It is being confronted with the national goal to increase the
training of high level experts in information technology and has received a
four year government grant to promote this goal.
Two alternative strategies are discussed by the board of the university.
The university may either spend the grant on postgraduate scholarships and in
this way get a higher percentage of students to continue with their Ph.d.
studies, or it may spend the resources on expanding its capacity to teach
undergraduate and graduate students and in this way get more Ph.d.students.

V

The university can be represented by a cybernetic machine with input which can
be studied to obtain the understanding of the problem and the two strategies.
We will consider a machine with the following transformation:

In
In
Ugrad

1.00

Grad
Postgrad
Out
Sum

Grad

Ugrad

0.75
0.15

Postgrad

0.35
0.15
0.50

0.10

The machine has a state vector with five
represent the number of individuals in each
operand Sum represents the accumulated sum
their Ph.d. Out is the number of individuals

0.50
0.50
0.30

Out

Sum

1.00
1.00

elements the values of which
group in after each step. The
of students who have completed
who have left the school.

The machine is assumed to make one step at the end of each academic year. 75%
of the undergraduates will continue their undergraduate studies, while 15%
advance to graduate studies and 10% leave the university. Similarly for the
graduate studies. 35% will continue,while 15% will start their postgraduate
studies and 50% will leave the university.In the Ph.d. group 50% of the
students will continue their studies while 50% end their studies of which 3/5,
the trasition coefficient 0.3, have completed their Ph.d.
At the time the university received the four
described by the state vector:
In
Ugrad
Grad
Postgrad
Out

Sum

160
643
148
44
0
0
25

year

grant,

its state

was
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This state vector is based on long experience that an admittance of about 160
students each year will keep the school in balance with its resource capacity
of 835 students.
The government grant corresponds to an increase of school's teaching capacity
so that the admittance can be increased from 160 to 360 new students each year
during the four year period. The grant will also cover the extra resources
required for teaching the remaining of these students in the years beyond the
4 year period.
However, after the end of the grant period, the school must
again return to admitting 160 students each year.
The grant could alternatively be used for postgraduate scholarships. The grant
will cover 60 new postgraduate scholarships which will make it possible to
keep a corresponding number of students from leaving the university after
having completed their graduate studies.
To study and compare the two strategies, the machine EDU with the above
transformation matrix is retrieved, the initial state vector is established
and computation of 10 steps specified.
The first strategy may be studied in this way. After computation of the first
step, the number of the In element is changed from 160 to 360 students before
the second, third,fourth and fifth step. After the fifth step the In element
is set to 160. The computation indicates that after the tenth step the state
vector is:
In
Ugrad
Grad
Postgrad
Out
Phd

0
769
195
67
2202
168

The second strategy is computed in a slightly different manner. After the
first step, the Postgrad element in the result vector is increased by 30
before the second and third step while the In element is kept constant 160
through all 10 steps. After the tenth step this strategy yields a state
vector:
In
Ugrad
Grad
Postgrad
Out
Phd

0
640
147
44
1601
168

As the number of Ph.d. degrees generated during the 10 year period, the
effects of the two strategies are equivalent. However the first strategy has
more Undergraduate, Graduate and Postgraduate students at the end of the 10
year period than the terminal state of the second strategy. The first strategy
must also be expected to yield more Ph.d. candidates than the normal 12 before
the machine again returns to its equilibrium.
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4.3 Machines in network
4.3.1 Rabbits and foxes machines
Consider two machines which both consist of two age categories of animals,
babies and adults.
The first machine is the rabbit population machine, the
second the fox population machine.
The rabbit machine, stored by the name RABBIT on
following transformation matrix:

babyR
adultR

babyR

adultR

0.3

5.0
0.4

the

diskette,

has

the

The matrix states that in a time interval corresponding to a step, 30% of the
baby rabbits grow up to adults, the remaining disappear. During the same
interval 40% of the adult rabbit population will survive, and each will breed
5 baby rabbits, i.e. each couple will have 10 baby rabbits.

time

If you run the RABBIT machine with the initial state vector:
babyR
adultR

5000
5000

you will find that the population explodes. Already after 10 steps the
of the population is:
babyR
adultR

Consider now

458.995
137.596

the following matrix of the FOX machine:

babyF
adultF

babyF

adultF

0.4
0.3

1.0
0.4

According to this matrix, 40% of the baby
one step because they grow slower than the
adult foxes. Implicitly, 30% disappear.
foxes during the step, and 40% of the adult

fox population remain babies after
rabbit babies, while 30% become
Each fox couple produces 1*2 baby
population will survive.

The FOX machine should be run under Option 4,
Computation
equilibrium, of Menu 3. We do not change the margin, and require
values should be non-negative. The initial state used is:
babyF
adultF

state

of machine
that all

50
50

We will find that an equilibrium is reached after 25 steps.
vector is:
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babyF
adultF

18
10

It should be remembered that this is not necessarily a true equilibrium, but
the machine has reached a state where the changes are smaller then one animal
per step. If we base the equilibrium computation on a comparison margin equal
to 0.01, we will see that the following equilibrium is obtained in 111 steps:
babyF
adultF

0.18
0.10

We now return to Menu 1, clear the memory and retrieve the RABBIT machine
again. Then select Option 3, Integrating machines, and integrate the FOX
machine with the RABBIT machine. Call the resulting machine RAB-FOX. The new
machine can be run, but there is no new developments in the two populations
because so far the two parts of the integrated machibne do not interact.
Let us consider the two channel machines, the RABBIT->FOX machine:
babyR

adultR

babyF
adultF

0.02

The interaction represented by this machine is that for
rabbits, 1 more fox will find nutrition to survive.

each

existing

50

The second channel is the FOX->RABBIT machine:
babyF

adultF

babyR
adultR

-50

the interpretation of which is that each fox will consume 50 rabbits in
step.
We can now introduce these channel machines
Modification of the machine, in Menu 1.

in

RAB-FOX

The final machine will be composed by the four matrices:

babyR

adultR

babyF

adultF

babyR
RABBIT

FOX->RABBIT

adultR

babyF
FOX

RABBIT->FOX
adultF
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We

investigate
babyR
adultR

the equilibrium from the initial state:
5000
5000

babyF

50

adultF

50

We will find that the developments of the two interacting populations are
quite different from those of the isolated populations. After 111 steps the
rabbit population has disappeared and the fox population consists of 18 babies
and 10 adults. Running the machine in steps and storing the path, permits us
to
draw the paths of the individual populations represented by
the
machine. By inspecting the graphs for each operand, you will find that the
development starts by cycling before the different curves start indicating
steady decrease to the equilibrium in which the foxes have eaten all the
rabbits and are themselves extinguished.

*.
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CHAPTER 5. ASHBY MACHINES AND OTHER MODELS
5.1 Markov chain models

Ashby machines are related to several other abstract models of reality. One
important type is the Markov chain models [Tabaks] which are stochastic models
with probabilities as transition coefficients.
A Markov chain is described by a set of conditional probabilities:
P(e[t]=j | e[t-l]=i[t-l])
defined for t=l,2,.. and for all random variables e[t] which can take a value
within the exclusive and exhaustive set E[k], k=l,2.. If the set E has a
finite number of members, the Markov chain model is a finite-state model.
Subject to specified conditions, a number of useful theorems have been proved
for Markov chain models. Finite-state Markov chain models can be considered as
a set of Ashby machines. Markov chain theorems are of course valid for this
set of Ashby machines and can be used to draw further conclusions about the
behavior of the machines.

5.1.1 Statistical machine POPU
We shall now study a Markow model converted to
a statistical cybernetic
machine. In life sciences statistical models are frequently used to describe
the development of populations. Let us consider a population which we can
model by three living and exclusive age groups, Young, Adult and Old members
which have lost their ability to reproduce. In addition, we include a group
called Dead in our model. In more realistic models there will usually be many
more groups than the three living groups we use.
From empirical studies we know that the members of the population during a
time period, will either stay in the group because they are to young to
qualify for membership in the next group, transfer to the next group or die.
We can describe the population by the conditional probabilities:

Young

Adult

Old

Dead

e[t]=j:
Young
Adult
Old

0.75
0.20

Dead

Sum

0.05

0.80
0.10
0.10

0.70
0.30

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

This matrix of probabilities is exactly identical to the transformation matrix
of a corresponding statistical Ashby machine.
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For example the first coefficient of the first column indicate that the
probabilities for an individual in the group Young to stay in that group is
equal to 0.75, or in other words out of the number of individuals in the first
class 75% will be expected to stay in this group from one step to next. If the
age distribution within the groups is rectangular, we may also say that in
average an individual will stay in the same group for 4 periods. The second
and third non-zero elements in the first column say that the probabilities for
and individual to become Adult or Dead from one step to the next is 0.20 and
0.05. Note that the member of the group Old have only two prospects, either to
remain in the group or to be transferred to the group of Dead. When a member
of the population under investigation has become a member of the Dead group,
their is no uncertainty about the future of this member.
Since the
coefficients are assumed to be probabilities, each column sum add is 1.00.
The population can be described by its members initial distribution among
living groups. Let us assume that the initial vector is:
Young
Adult
Old
Dead

the

100
200
100
0

The number of dead individuals is set to zero since we are not interested
the development of the previous history of this population.

In

The machine is stored on the diskette under the name 'POPU'. After retrieved
and inspected by Option 4 of Menu 1, we may choose Option 6 to go to Menu 3.
In Menu 3, we start by selecting Option 3,
The computation yields the results:

Group

Entropy

St.entropy

Young
Adult
Old
Dead

0 .299

0 .015
0 .014
0 .020
0 .000

0 .278

0 .265
0 .000

computation of partial entropies.

The results indicate that the uncertainty is zero in the group of Dead.
Standardized entropy shows that the relative uncertainty is low for
groups, but greatest for the group of Old.

The
all

The machine must have an equilibrium, the state in which all the individuals
of the considered population are dead since there is no reproduction in the
population. It is, however, interesting to study how many steps the machine
has to make before it reaches its equilibrium.
You may therefor wish to start by selecting Option 3 from Menu 3. Answer 'n'
to the possibility to change the margin and use the above initial population
which is already stored together with the machine specification on the
diskette. The computation indicates that the machine needs 24 steps to reach
the 'equilibrium' state:
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Young
Adult
Old
Dead

0.100
2.432
2.088
395.379

This state is more than four individuals from the theoretical equilibrium with
400 dead individuals. The explanation is that the state vector is converging
slowly toward the theoretical equilibrium. Since we specified that we
would be satisfied with a state which deviated from the following with
absolute differences for all elements less than 1, the 24.th state
qualified as step satisfied. Experimentation with the smaller margin
0.1 gives an equilibrium state in 35 steps:
Young
Adult
Old
Dead

0.004
0.226
0.211
399.550

which illustrate the need for adjusting the margin to the specific machine
being studied. Computation of the global entropy of this equilibrium state
yields a zero result which means that their is no uncertainty about the
equilibrium.
The development of the four operands from the initial state and toward the
equilibrium can be inspected by carrying out the step-wise computation. Try to
store the path and display the results by the drawing option of Menu 3.
Finally, the fast jump-wise computation can be tried out by choosing 10 steps
jumps, and carrying out 3 jumps. The results which correspond to the results
after a 30 step computation should be:
Young
Adult
Old
Dead

0.018
0.671
0.607
398.704

which ends our statistical machine example.
5.2 Finite-state machines
Finite-state machines are "physical models of abstract processes" which
"proceed in clearly separate 'discrete' steps from one to another of a finite
number of configurations or states." [Minsky]
A finite-state machine is defined by
an output function F:
R(t+l):=F(Q(t),S(t))

which says that the output of the machine at time t+1 depends on the internal
state Q(t) and the input S(t) at time t,
and a state function G:
Q(t+l):=G(Q(t), S(t))
where the output, the internal state and the input belong to
R=(r[l],..r[l]), Q=(q[l],..q[m]) and S=(s[l],..s[n]), respectively.
32
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5.2.1 Parity machine PAR
A typical finite-state machine is the 'parity1 machine with two input values,
0 and 1, and two internal states (even and odd). The parity starts with 0
(=even) and becomes 1 (=odd) when the first 1 appears as input. Later it
changes each time a 1 appears as input. The transition tables for the internal
state and the output are identical:

0

|

!

0

1

1

0

The values of the first column represent the two possible input values, the
two values in the head row represent the two alternative internal state. The
value in the corresponding table cell is the new internal state. The internal
state is not affected by 0 input, but changes if the input is a 1. The
initial internal state is equal to q=0.
The

corresponding cybernetic machine has two transformation matrices:
q[0]

s=0:

q[0]

s=l:

q[0]

1

Our Ashby system must take care of the input through corrections to the state
vector before each step. The Ashby machine stored with the name PAR on the
diskette has the following transformation matrix:
sOqO

sOql

slqO

slql

sOqO
sOql
slgO
slql

The initial state vector must indicate by a 1
input is selected for the first step. For each
corrected depending on which input you wish to
way that the internal state remains unchanged.
input sequences in the step computation mode,
keeps track of the parity of the inputs.

for element sOqO or slqO which
step the state vector has to be
introduce, but always in such a
By experimenting with different
you will see that the machine

5.3 Neural net models
Minsky

states

that 'Every finite-state machine is equivalent to and
33
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"simulated" by some neural net.' [MINSKY]. Neural networks have become an
important research area in the last decade and we shall consider a simple
neural net which can illustrate how these network models also can be simulated
by Ashby machines.
The neural net can be considered as a simplified model of the net of brain
cells. It consists of two main components, cells and connections. A cell can
receive
numerical inputs through one or several connections and generate a
numerical output through a connection which may split into several branches.
In the models we will consider, the output is generated one time unit after
the reception of inputs. The external input may be either 1 or 0. Internal
input is output received from other cells. Output depends in external and
internal inputs as well as a constant threshold value embedded in the cell.
A connection is characterized by a strength, a numerical multiplicator, which
amplifies or reduces the passing output on its way to another cellpulses, in such a way
input to the receiving cell is the product of the output sent and the
connection multiplier. A pulse passes through the connection without any delay
of time.

5.3.1 Converter machine CONV

Consider the problem of converting an input of a single decimal digit in the
range 0...3 to the equivalent string of binary digits. The input cells is a
row of 4 cells each representing the decimal digits 0,..,3, and an input is
represented by a vector of four binary digits. Only one input element can be
can be triggered in each input.
The input cells are connected to a set of intermediate cells which may be
connected to a second set of intermediate cells. The first and second level
cells may be connected to one output cell. All connections have connection
multipliers equal to 1, i.e. they do not change the pulse passing. An
intermediate cell may have a threshold value and will only generate a 1 if the
sum of the receiving pulses is equal to or above the threshold value.
This net has only one output cell. The output cell is similar to the input
cells, but instead of receiving observable input, it generates observable
output with value 1 or a blank if no pulse is recieved. Because there are two
levels of intermediate cells, the machine requires two time steps to process a
single input.
The net of neural cells can be illustrated by the following figure in which
the values within cells are the threshold values.
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Decimal
digit:

Input
cells

1.level
cells

2.level
cells

Output
cell

0:

>

! :

rrr->
T"

-> !
I
->l

2:

LJThe initial signal is issued from the input cell at time 0. Each receiving
cell fires one time unit after receiving the output if the received input is
equal or greater than the cell's threshold value.. The resulting output string
of binary bits are generated from the firing output cell at the end of time
unit 2 and 3.
An input corresponding to f.ex. decimal digit 2 will get the connected
1.level cell with threshold I to fire at time 1 . The output of the 1.level
cell will get a 2.level cell with threshold 1 to fire at time 2. No input has
so far reached the output cell which therefore will generate a 0 (=blank) at
time 2. At this time the output cell, however, receives an input and will thus
generate a 1 at time 3. The output at time 2 and 3 will then be '10' (the
generated bits are pushed to the right).
The above neural net can be represented as a ASHBY matrix with transformation
matrix:

10

w

11

12

13

22

23

0
I
2

3
10
13
12
13
22
23
T
R

-2

The transformation
matrix has 12 rows and columns of which T indicates
threshold and R result. An initial state vector will yhave the form::

<*,

:

, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.0>

where the '*' indicate the four decimal digits 0, 1 , 2 and 3, and of which one
and only one of the '*' can be 1 and the rest are 0.
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The machine is stored on the diskette as CONV, and should be started by one of
the feasible initial vectors above. The machine should be run for 3 steps and
the state of R after the second and third step represent the string of bits
wanted. You should try each of the four possibvle input vectors and check that
the state vectors after the 2.nd and 3,rd. steps are correct.

5.3.2 Pattern recognition machine PATTERN

Neural net models are often used for pattern recognition. Let us consider a
model which has been constructed to distinguish between to the
symbols '0','X','-1 and'|'. The symbols are represented as dots in a 3x3 grid:

*

0:

*

The net model looks like this:
Input
cells

Output
cells

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

where each input cell has connetions to each output cell. The cells in this
network have all threshold values 1, but the connection values vary. The input
cells can only recieve binary digits, while the output cells can receive and
generate decimal values.
Each symbol is represented as a 9 bit consequtive string to the input cells. A
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dot in the grid is represented by a 1, and a blank position by a 0. The four
output cells, A, B, C and D, represent the four characters.
A symbol represented with 'n' points in the grid, has a connection
strength from the corresponding input cells to the respective output cell
equal 1/n. This means that if all the positions in the grid for a certain
symbol is correctly observed, the sum of the strengths is 1 which indicates
that the recognition is certain.
In a
The
and
that
than

correct grid for a specific symbol there will be several empty positions.
connection between an input cell corresponding to such an empty position
the output cell representing the symbol is equal to -1/9. This indicates
if by error such a position is filled, the sum of the strengths is less
1 indicating an uncertainty in the recognition of the symbol.

The connections used can be represented in a connection table:
Connection strenght from:
2

3

4

5

6

7

To:
A
B
C
D

0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 -0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13
0.13
0.20 -0.11 0.20 -0.11 0.20 -0.11 0.20 -0.11
0.20
-0.11 -0.11 -0.11 0.33 0.33 0.33 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11
-0.11 0.33 -0.11 -0.11 0.33 -0.11 -0.11 0.33 -0.11

The above network model can easily be translated to a Ashby machine with
operands by considering the above connection matrix extended by A,B,C and
as the transformation matrix.

13
D,

The intitial state vector will be <*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,0I0,0,0> where the '*' is
the string representing the pattern to be recognized. The machine is named
PATTERN and can be loaded and run from the diskette. When the program is run,
negative values must be permitted, and only one step needs to be carried out.
The following is
results obtained:

a sample of possible grids given to the
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***
* *
***

1.040

0.360

* *
*
* *

0.410

1.000

***

0.150

0.150

*

*
*

0.000

0.000

-0.110

-0.110

-0.020

0.990

0.220

-0.020

0.220

0.990

* * *

*

0.520

0.180

0.000

0.000

0.020

0.400

0.220

0.220

0.150

0.600

0.110

0.110

*

*

The four first and correct patterns, the machine recognizes well, the sum of
the strength for all these are equal to 1. In the fifth example, the pattern
is recognized as as a 0 even though the strength of the recognition is much
lower. The next pattern is recognized as the upper right part of the symbol X
and the last example is recognized as the left and middle part of X.
Before leaving the neural networks, it should be mentioned that neural
networks can be 'trained' to learn the connections by processing
examples
[McCelland & Rumelhart].

5.4 System Dynamics machines
System Dynamics is an approach developed by J.Forrester for modelling dynamic
processes [Forrester]. The main components in System Dynamics are the level
and the rate equations.
A level equation explains the size of a level at time K:
LEVEL.K=LEVEL.J+(DT)*(CHANGE.JK)
as a function of the level at a previous time J and the change between the two
points of time. The multiplier DT corresponds to the jump concept in Ashby
macdhibnes, and will be 1 in our example.
A rate equation explains the change per time unit in a variable, f.ex.:
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CHANGE.KL=CONSTANT*LEVEL.K

In addition the System Dynamics model must specify the value of the constant,
say:
CONSTANTS. 75
and an initial value for the level, f.ex:
LEVEL=100.
This model can be expressed as a cybernetic model by considering an operand
vector with 2 elements, LEVEL and CHANGE. If we now define the following
transition matrix, we have a model which is equivalent to the above:
LEVEL
LEVEL
CHANGE

1.00
0.75

CHANGE
1.00

With an initial operand vector <100,75>, the path of the cybernetic model will
be identical to the path of the outlined System Dynamics model.
Even though the System Dynamics models are in principle approximations to
continuous processes, they work in discrete steps, and we shall see in the
next section that it is not problematic to translate a System Dynamics model
to a cybernetic model.

5.4.1 Urban growth machine
The following typical System Dynamics model of urban growth with 8 equations
was presented by Roberts a.o.[ROBERTS]. It represents a real life system in
which land is being developed under some specified restrictions about the
factors driving the construction of new buildings and demolition of old within
a restricted area of land:
(1)

BUILD.K=BUILD.J+(DT)(CONST.JK-DEMO.JK)

(2)

BUILD=10

(3)

DEMO.KL=BUILD.K/ALTB

(4)

ALTB=50

(5)

CONST.KL=CONPLR*BLDDIF.K

(6)

CONPLR=0.05

(7)

BLDDIF.K=LAND-AVAREA*BUILD.K

(8)

LAND=1000

Equation (1) defines the number of buildings,BUILD.K,
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the number of buildings at time point J plus the change between the two points
of time J and K. Similarly equation (7) defines the size of available land,
BLDDIF.K, at time K to be the size of the land, LAND, - the occupied
land,AVAREA*BUILD.K, where AVAREA is the average space needed by each
building.
The change in the number of buildings during a period between time points K and
is composed of two factors, the construction of new buildings, CONSTR, and the
demolition, DEMO, of old buildings. The construction of new buildings is the
product of the propensity to build, CONPLR,
in the available land and the
size of the available land, while the demolition of old buildings is
determined by the number of buildings divided by their average age, ALTB.
The model can be
transition matrix:

formulated as an ASHBY machine with

BUILD
BUILD
CONST
DEMO
BLDIF
LAND

CONST

DEMO

BLDIF

5 elements

in

the

LAND

-- 1
CONPLR
1/ALTB
-AVREA

1

1

In the model the constants are set ALTB=50, AVAREA=1 and CONPLR=0.05 and the
initial situation is LAND=1000 and BUILD=10.
We make the calculations for
each step, DT=1. If we use jumps, i.e. if we progress in several steps, the
value of DT will be equal to the number of steps per jump.
The specified model is then:

BUILD
CONST
DEMO
BLDIF
LAND

BUILD

CONST

DEMO

1

1

-1

BLDIF

LAND

0.05
0.02

-1

-1

1

1
1

The initial state can be described by the vector <0, 0, 0, 1000, 1000>, which
means that there is space for 1000 buildings in the area.
The machine is stored on the accompanying diskette under the name DYNAMO. If
this machine is loaded from Menu 1, Option 2, the above specification can be
controlled by selecting Option 4, Display. If you Run the machine, you will be
able to select from the options of Menu 4. Select the Option 4 to investigate
if the machine has any equilibrium. When promted, use the default margin for
deciding if an equilibrium has been obtained. None of the operands can
logically have negative values, so answer 'n' when asked if the operands may
have negative values.
The equilibrium is under these assumption reached by 52 steps
following equilibrium state:

4J
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has
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BUILD
CONST
DEMO
BLDIF
LAND

701
14
14
298
1000

The discrepancy between BUILd+BLDIF and LAND is of course due to truncation of
decimals.
You may try computation of paths by steps and jumps to learn about
approach to the above equilibrium, change the assumptions about
coefficients (constants in System Dynamics) or the initial state vector.

the
the

From the above example we can conclude that simple System Dynamics models can
without serious problems be translated into ASHBY machines. More complex
System Dynamics models may be more difficult to translate, but usually they
can also be formulated and run as cybernetic machines.
5.5 Knowledge based systems

^

A knowledge based system has a special core in which
frequently presented in the form of 'rules' as
IF <premise> THEN

heuristic

knowledge

<conclusion>

The premise and the conclusion are both statements which may either be true or
false. The interpretation of such a rule is that if the premise is a true
statement then the conclusion is also true.
The premises can be simple or compound statements. In the type of rules
consider, the conclusion will always be simple. An example of a rule with
a simple premise and conclusion is:

we

IF a then x
where a='The patient has high temperature' and b='The patient is ill 1 .
A compound premise is two or more simple statements combined by means of
logical operaters as OR, AND and NOT. We may extend the above rule to become a
rule with a compound premise in the following way:
IF (a AND

NOT b) OR c THEN x

where a and x have the same interprataion as above, while b='Patient has not
recently finished a marathon1 and c='The patient is in great pain'.
Frequently the knowledge represented by the rules can be influenced by
uncertainty. The rules may then also be characterized by a degree of certainty.
Such a certainty factor is usually normalized to be within ranges as 0 to 1,
-1 to 1, or 0 to 100.
There are different types of knowledge based systems implemented by means of
computers.
Two important categories are machine learning or knowledge
acqusition systems, and expert or consultation systems.
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5.5.1 Expert machine EXPERT
One type of knowledge based systems is the expert or consultation systems
which within a limited field or domain are constructed to provide advice or
conclusions to problems [HARMON, MAUS & MORRISSEY].
The medical expert systems have become well known. A medical expert system has
usually a knowledge base of medical rules based on general medical knowledge
and experience. The knowledge base is accessed by the systems inference part
in drawing its conclusions. The rules of a medical knowledge system will be of
the type discussed above.
Let us consider the following simplified set of rules which a medical expert
is assumed to use when he diagnoses a patient's problem:
IF
IF
IF
IF

fever THEN ask
fever THEN ask
NOT fever THEN
NOT fever THEN

about headache.
about abdomial pain
ask about headache
ask about abdomial pain

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

fever AND headache NOT abdomial pain THEN a cold, CF=1.
fever AND abdomial pain THEN appendix, CF=1.
fever NOT(headache OR abdomial pain) THEN other infection, CF=1.
headache NOT(fever OR abdomial pain) THEN migrene, CF=1.
abdomial pain NOT fever THEN gastrono..,CF=1.

In the above set of rules the first four represent the knowledge about how to
detect the symptoms of the patient. The order they are activated represents
the strategy of the expert. The 5 latter rules are compound rules which
represent knowledge about relations between the diagonises and the symptoms.
Each of them is also characterized by a certainty factor CF equal to +1. It
should be noted that the above set of rules do not include all possibilities.
An expert system can be formulated as a cybernetic machine in which the
transformation matrix will represent both the inference and the knowledge
components. The initial state represent the state of the patient as observed
by himself, while the final state is the state of the patient as observed by
the medical doctor.
The transformation matrix have 8 rows, 3 for symptoms and 5 for conclusions.
The matrix is square, but since the last 5 columns are blank, only the left
part is shown below.
fever
fever
headache
abdomial pain
cold
migrene
appendices
gastro
other infection

headache

abdomial pain

1 .00
!.00

1 .00

0 .40
0.20
0 .60
-o .50
0.40

0 .30
0 .60
0 .00
0 .00
0 .30

-0 .30
n .20
0.40
0.50
-0 .30

We can imagine that initially the patient arrives to the expert complaining
about one or more symptoms. Existing symptoms are represented by 1's in the
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initial state vector. All other elements are 0 which can be interpreted "don't
know". After the first step, the the patient must either confirm or reject the
existence of the next symtom. A confirmed symptom is represented by +1 and a
rejected symptom by -1 in the state vector. The state vector will also
indicate by numeric values the possible conclusion. A conclusion value equal
to 1 indicates a certain diagnosis, while a conclusion value -1, indicates
that it is certain that the diagnosis is not true.
The machine is called EXPERT on the diskette. If the patient arrives with
fever, the initial state vector will then be (1,0,0,0,0,0,0). Run the machine
for three steps, confirming or rejecting the other symptoms, and compare the
certainty factor values of the alternative diagnoses from step to step.
If you before the second step, correct the state vector by denying headache by
replacing 0 by -1, and before the third step confirms the symptom abdominal
pain by replacing the 0 by 1 in the third element of the state vector, you
will obtain the following path:
initial
V-'

fever
headache
abdominal pain
cold
migrene
appendicitis
gastritis
other infection

l.step

1.0

1 .0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

(-1)

0 .'1
0 .2
0 .6
-0 .5
0 .'1

2.step
1

.0

• 1

0

0

(+1)

0 .1
0 .4
0 .6
- 0 .5
0 .7

3.step
1.0
-1 . 0
1 .0
0 .2
0 .6
1.0

0 .0
0 .4

The values in parantheses are confirmed/rejected symptoms. As expected the
final conclusion is appendicitis with fever amd abdominal pain, but no
headache. It is interesting to note that the certainty factor value of other
infections increases by rejectio of headache, and then falls again by
confirmation of abdominal pain. The explanation can easily be identified by
inspection of the transition matrix.
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6. LIMITATIONS OF ASHBY MACHINES
The Ashby machines presented in this work, are designed for teaching purposes
and as such are unrealistic for serious modelling of reality. They also have
some serious limitations in the way they represent changes in the real world.
First of all transformations which are formulated in the form of a matrix are
linear and cannot describe more realistic non-linear transitions.
As pointed out previously, the system presented here for specifying and
running Ashby machines does not have good features for experimenting with
cybernetic machines with input. Input can only be taken into account
indirectly by changes in the state vector prior to each computational step or
jump.
Even though the system has been designed with computational speed in mind,
only parallel processing capabilities can provide the compuational speed
required when there are several thousand elements in a state vector and a
similar number of steps have to be computed.
Finally, to avoid strict requirements to the computational equipment, the
graphical output is kept simple. Complex graphical and accurate graphical
output would also be desirable in a system which was meant for more serious
work with cybernetic machines.

-! <
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